Introduction
Recent work 1 -2 has shown how exact solutions of the classical equations of motion (i.e., numerically computed trajectories) for a complex, non-separable dynamical system (such as an atom plus diatomic molecule) can be used to construct the classical limit of quantum mechanical scattering amplitudes, or S-matrix elements. Applications 3 have shown that this exact classical-limit theory is capable of accurately describing quantum interference (and to some extent tunneling) effects in molecular collisions; it also effectively circumvents the two primary road blocks 4 that hinder purely quantum treatments of molecular collision phenomena, namely the large number of cha~els (i.e., rotational-vibrational states) one is forced to deal with in a quantum treatment and the complexity that arises when chemical reaction occurs due to scrambling of the coordinate systems. This paper considers the classical limit of the corresponding bound-state (eigenvalue) problem for non-separable dynamical systems;
i.e., one seeks the proper generalization of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition 5 for systems with one degree of freedom.
Although we do not envision that classical quantization will be nearly so usefUl in practice as the classical-limit description of scattering, it may be quite usefUl in gaining insight regarding the general applicability of classical-limit theories to complex dynamical systems, be they bound-state or scattering situations.
Our approach follows closely the recent important work of •
• ~3-II obtains the classical limit of the fixed-energy Green's function from the classical limit of the propagator in time, and Section III develops the classical quantum condition for bound and quasi-bound, or metastable states. Bound states are seen to be associated with stable periodic trajectories, whereas quasi-bound states are connected with unstable periodic trajectories. Section IV presents two applications of the classical quantum condition, and it is seen that quite reasonable results are obtained.
II. Classical-Limit Green's Function
The Green's function for energy E is given in terms of the propagator by 7
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G(E) = (Hl)-l f dt iEt/fi -iHt/fi e e ·o or in terms of their matrix elements where
q 1 > , and q denotes all the coordinates of the system collectively.
In the classical limit 8 ' 6 a the propagator is
-4-
and q(t'), p(t') is the classical trajectory determined by the classical equations of motion with boundary conditions q(o) ~ q 1 , q(t) = ~' for the fixed time interval (o,t). [If there is more than one such classical trajectory, then Equation (4) 
Evaluating the time integral in Equation (2) by stationary phase (consistent with the classical limit) thus gives
..
• 
Since it is well-known that d~(q 2 ,q 1 ;t)/dt is ,the constant value of the eriergy along the classical trajectory determined by q 2 ,q 1 , and t, Equations (2) and (6) stand in the usual quantum-classical relation to one another: all values of time contribute quantum mechanically to the fixed-energy propagator, but classically only those particular times contribute (ala stationary phase) which are related classically to the particular value of the energy.
Although n~t in its most symmetrical form, Equation (6) is actually the form of G(E) most useful for our purposes. To show that it is 6 equivalent to the symmetrical expression used by Gutzwiller, the relations -6-can be used .to show that the pre-exponential factor in Equation (6) is equivalently given by
The reason the form of the pre-exponential factor in Equation (6) is more usefUl than the one in Equation (9) is because in any non-trivial application one will ordinarily integrate the classical equations of motion in time with specified initial conditions (q 1 ,p 1 ); the Jacobian 
III. Classical Quantum Condition
Following Gutzwil1er 6 d, we consider the."response fUnction" g(E),
The quantum expression for g(E) is
n indicating that g(E) is singular when E is equal to one of the discrete eigenvalues. This fact is used to determine the classical quantum condition: the classical-limit approximation in Equation (6) is used for G(q,q;E), the resulting approximation for g(E) is computed via Equation (ll), and the requirement that g(E) be singular is the condition that E be an eigenvalue.
a. Periodic Trajectories
One needs the matrix elements G(~,q 1 ;E), therefore, only in the special case q 2 = q 1 ~ q, i.e., one seeks trajectories that begin at q at t == 0 and return to the same q after time t. There may be many such trajectories; but, as Gutzwiller 6 d has argued; since
the phase cf>(q,q;E) oscillates with q so that most such trajectories contribute negligibly to the integral over q in Equation (ll). The only exception to this are the periodic trajectories for which, by definition, p(t) == p(o); i.e., Equation (13) shows that ct>(q,q;E) is independent of q for a periodic trajectory, and the integrand of Equation (11) is thus not oscillatory.
Consider the contribution to G(q,q;E) of a particular periodic -8-trajectory Q(t) with period T and initial value q; i.e., Q(t + T) = Q(t), [ct
where tn = n'!. It is clear, however, that
where cp is the phase and£ the number of zeros of (cq(t)/cp(o)] which correspond to one passage over the trajectory; cp = cf> (E,J, .
•. ) is a function only of all the conserved quantities associated with the periodic trajectory. Thus, Equation (14) becomes
(15a) (15b)
Before proceeding further, it is necessary to explore in some detail the structure of the Jacobian {dq(n-r)/()p(o)].
b. Stability Considerations
The Jacobian (Cjq(n-r)/()p(o)] is intimately related to the stability of the periodic trajectory. Stability of periodic trajectories, however, is a subject that has received extensive study in the classical literature 11
Although our discussion of stability will employ second-order differential equations and thus appear different from Whittake;'s 11 , it is actually equivalent; use of the Newtonian equations of motion, however, helps to eliminate some-redundancies in the usual treatment and gives a clearer picture of the physical meaning of the characteristic exponents.
Since the trace of G(E) in Equation (10) 
tiating Equation (17) 
and taking the trajectory { q. ( t) t to be the periodic trajectory fQ.
Equation (18) becomes (in matrix notation)
The initial values ~or ~(t) are obviously
Solution o~ the coupled linear second order equations o~ Equation (20) -+ with the initial conditions in Equation (22) determines ~(t); the Jacobian in Equation (16) is then given by
and£ is the number of zeros of det [ui,j(t) ] in the time interval (o,•)· "' The physical meaning of Equation (20) Since {Qi(t)}is periodic, the force constant matrix K(t) in
Equation (21) is also periodic with period •: -+ _.
-+-
where the matrixes A(t) and B(t) are periodic functions of t with ~ period •, and m is a constant diagonal matrix, the elements mi being ~ characte:dstic of the system. If K( t) were time.,. independent and diagonal, ~ ~ for. ... example, A(t) and B(t) would also be time-independent.
In general; therefore, the frequencies m. may be thought of as "normal J.
modes" of the system; normal modes exist :flor a system with time-varying force constants only because the force constants vary pe'riodically with -12- time. If all of the frequencies are real, then the displacements about the periodic trajectory are oscillatory, and the periodic trajectory is .
stable. If any of the frequencies have a non-zero imaginary part, then there is some configuration of displacements whose amplitude increases exponentially in time, meaning that the periodic trajectory is unstable.
After n periods, therefore,
The initial condition Equation (22a) may not appear physically to be zero, but rather an integral multiple of 2rr/-r; since sin(2rrnt/-r) has period -r, however, this factor is by conven--+ tion absorbed into B(t)J Equation (25) + 'lt(t) .
from which one can easily :identify the (constant) normal frequencies value of E for which Equation (29) is true must therefore be an (29) is not true, then the summand oscillates infinitely rapidly as n -+ oo, so that no singularity results.
If some of the frequencies have ·imaginary parts, then for large n so that the summand of Equation (28) is where the double prime means that only the real frequencies are included in the product. As above, the sum will be infinite if, and only if,
It is clear that Equation (31) cannot be satisfied for any real value of E, for ¢ and £ are then real. If, however, E is allowed to have a small negative imaginary part, 
that his prescription f'or determining the integer l is equivalent to that above. . 6d
Gutzw~ller , on the otherhand, uses. a dif'f'erent ~gument than ours to identif'y the singularities of' g(E) and obtains a somewhat dif'f'erent quantum condition.· Our conclusion is that the quantum condition obtained by Keller [Equation (29) ] is correct, but that the stability considerations employed by Gutzwille~ (and above) give a more precise def'inition of' the integer .e. Equation (35) is the one-particle hydrogenic Hamiltonian, however, so that the classical (or quantum) eigenvalues for it are ' and the total energy is thus ' (36) for n = 1, 2, Since both electrons are compelled to "vibrate" symmetrically in these periodic trajectories, it is clear that the eigenvalues in Equation (36) correspond to the ns 2 states of ·the atom. Table I shows the comparison of Equation (36) with the quantum eigenvalues for the 1s 2 2 -and 2s states of He and H • The agreement is surprisingly good. Consider the system of three identical ( spinless) particles with a potential energy which is the sum of the· three two-body interactions; i.e., the classical Hamiltonian is where T. is the kinetic energy of particle i, v(r} is the two~body ~ .
. potential, and r ij is the distance between particles i and j. We · consider only the case that the total angular momentum J = 0.
As discussed in Section IIIe, the periodic trajectories are characterized by the discrete symmetries of the system, in 'this case, the symmetry of three identical particles. The "symmetric stretch"
periodic trajectories -an equilateral triangle configuration with all three particles moving symmetrically inward and outward -are obviously associated with eigenvalues of A symmetry. The "a.ntisymmetric stretch" periodic trajectories lead to the doubly degenerate eigenvalues of E symmetry. The ground state is totally symmetric and thus of A symmetry;
for the remainder of this section, therefore, we consider only the symmetric stretch periodic trajectories.
Because of the symmetry of these periodic trajectories one has
To express the kinetic energy of particle l it is necessary to refer its position to a space-fixed coordinate system. The center of the equilateral triangle of particles is a convenient space-fixed point to ·choose as origin.· If the distance from this origin to particle lis x, then from simple geometry one finds that so that Equation (37) becomes
The semiclassical quantum condition is
From Equation (38) We again consider the periodic trajectories (with J = 0) o~ highest symmetry 7 which in this case is the symmetric stretch o~ a regular tetrahedron ~armed by the ~our particles. {Searching ~or periodic trajectories is., o~ course, similar to searching ~or the "normalmodes"
o~ the system, except that one does not wish to make any harmonic approximation to the potential.] For these periodic trajectories all six. interparticle distances are equal, and the kinetic energy of' each particle is the same, so that
r being the common interparticle di?tance. With the space-f'ixed origin chosen as the center of' the tetrahedron, one has T :::
where x is the distance ~om the origin to particle 1; simple geometry
so that Equation (46) 
The'quantum condition is
Proceeding just as in the previous section, one solves Equation (47) for x in terms of x and substitutes this in the integrand of Equation (48) 
If k = 1 so that the lowest two-body eigenvalue is exactly zero, then Equation (50) ..
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